HEALTH PROFESSIONS EVENTS
BIOMEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE

EVENT FINALISTS

1. MEERA KHARE - ADLAI E. STEVENSON HIGH SCHOOL
2. JENNIFER AN - ADLAI E. STEVENSON HIGH SCHOOL
3. RUHI PATEL - BARRINGTON HIGH SCHOOL
4. SHREYANK SANDU - HOFFMAN ESTATES HIGH SCHOOL
5. SURYA CHANDRAKASAN - ADLAI E. STEVENSON HIGH SCHOOL
6. ANYA MAHESHWARI - JAMES B CONANT HIGH SCHOOL
7. BRETTE GOTTLIEB - WALTER PAYTON COLLEGE PREP
8. CODY HARDY - SOUTH SHORE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL PREP
9. SABRINA HOBART - JAMES B CONANT HIGH SCHOOL

MEERA KHARE

JENNIFER AN

RUHI PATEL
HEALTH PROFESSIONS EVENTS
CLINICAL NURSING

EVENT FINALISTS

1. MEGHANA MANDAVA - ADLAI E. STEVENSON HIGH SCHOOL
2. JAIME REDMOND - NORTH GRAND HIGH SCHOOL
3. DEBDUTTA MANDAL - WILLIAM FREMD HIGH SCHOOL
4. KHUSHI SHAH - SCHAUMBURG HIGH SCHOOL
5. ZOHA TARIQ - STREAMWOOD HIGH SCHOOL
6. ABIGAIL JACOBSEN - WEST AURORA HIGH SCHOOL
7. JEIDY SALAZAR - STREAMWOOD HIGH SCHOOL
8. GREGORY ABSHIRE - ADLAI E. STEVENSON HIGH SCHOOL
9. SANIYA NAPPER - SOUTH SHORE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
   PREP
10. DANIELA OCHOA - STREAMWOOD HIGH SCHOOL

MEGHANA MANDAVA

JAIME REDMOND

DEBDUTTA MANDAL
HEALTH PROFESSIONS EVENTS
CLINICAL SPECIALTY

EVENT FINALISTS

1. NIYATI BHANDARI - NILES WEST HIGH SCHOOL
2. ELIZAVETA KOLBUNOVA - ADLAI E. STEVENSON HIGH SCHOOL
3. SOWMIKA MANNAVA - ADLAI E. STEVENSON HIGH SCHOOL
4. CHARLICIA MEEKS - SOUTH SHORE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL PREP
5. MACKENZIE PETRY - EDWARDSVILLE HS

NIYATI BHANDARI
ELIZAVETA KOLBUNOVA
SOWMIKA MANNAVA
HEALTH PROFESSIONS EVENTS
DENTAL SCIENCE

1. KHUSHI NAEEM - NILES WEST HIGH SCHOOL
2. ABRAR ALSAAD - NILES WEST HIGH SCHOOL
3. ANNABELLE GORRELL - WAUCONDA HIGH SCHOOL
4. JILL PATEL - WEST AURORA HIGH SCHOOL
5. ALEXANDER ZHUANG - WILLIAM FREMD HIGH SCHOOL
6. DIATA RODRIGUEZ - STREAMWOOD HIGH SCHOOL
7. RIAAM AL FRIJIE - NILES NORTH HIGH SCHOOL
8. NIKHIL UCHIL - ADLAI E. STEVENSON HIGH SCHOOL
9. EVEREST KIM - AMOS ALONZO STAGG HIGH SCHOOL
10. JOHN BRAID - HERRIN HIGH SCHOOL

1. KHUSHI NAEEM
2. ABRAR ALSAAD
3. ANNABELLE GORRELL
HEALTH PROFESSIONS EVENTS
FAMILY MEDICINE PHYSICIAN

EVENT FINALISTS

1. RITANYA SUBRAMANIAN - ADLAI E. STEVENSON HIGH SCHOOL
2. SURABHI GANGADKAR - ADLAI E. STEVENSON HIGH SCHOOL
3. LEXIS LACY - HERRIN HIGH SCHOOL
4. DEEMA ALZOOBAIDIDI - AMOS ALONZO STAGG HIGH SCHOOL
5. SOHENI DUTTA - ADLAI E. STEVENSON HIGH SCHOOL
6. RYLIE DODD - EDWARDSVILLE HS

1. RITANYA SUBRAMANIAN
2. SURABHI GANGADKAR
3. LEXIS LACY
HEALTH PROFESSIONS EVENTS
HOME HEALTH AIDE

EVENT FINALISTS

1. NANDINI SHAH - NILES WEST HIGH SCHOOL
2. JAHNVI JANI - ADLAI E. STEVENSON HIGH SCHOOL
3. JAY MORE - PALATINE HIGH SCHOOL
4. GABRIELLE CARMICHAEL - SOUTH SHORE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL PREP
5. JESSICA CECCHI - WILCO AREA CAREER CENTER
6. KENNETH ROBINSON - SOUTH SHORE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL PREP
7. ASHLEY KIM - EDWARDSVILLE HS
8. JEREMIAH TEODORO - WILCO AREA CAREER CENTER
9. SAUMYA NAIDU - ADLAI E. STEVENSON HIGH SCHOOL
10. RAVYN BUIE - SOUTH SHORE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL PREP

NANDINI SHAH

JAHNVI JANI

JAY MORE
HEALTH PROFESSIONS EVENTS
MEDICAL ASSISTING

EVENT FINALISTS

1. ANVIKA AITHAL - ADLAI E. STEVENSON HIGH SCHOOL
2. MIGUEL CASTILLO - NORTH GRAND HIGH SCHOOL
3. SIVANI POTNURU - ADLAI E. STEVENSON HIGH SCHOOL
4. SANJITHA VAIDYANATHAN - ADLAI E. STEVENSON HIGH SCHOOL
5. ERENDY OLGUIN - WEST AURORA HIGH SCHOOL
6. SAMANTHA BRAVO - WEST AURORA HIGH SCHOOL
7. ASHLEY QUINONES - WEST AURORA HIGH SCHOOL
8. LUCERO GOMEZ - WEST AURORA HIGH SCHOOL
9. NRUPA PATEL - SCHAUMBURG HIGH SCHOOL
10. ZORELIZ GARCIA - NORTH GRAND HIGH SCHOOL

1. ANVIKA AITHAL
2. MIGUEL CASTILLO
3. SIVANI POTNURU
HEALTH PROFESSIONS EVENTS
NURSING ASSISTING

1. ANCHITA SAYANI - NORMAL COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL
2. ANN THOMAS - ADLAI E. STEVENSON HIGH SCHOOL
3. RISHITA GHELDA - JAMES B CONANT HIGH SCHOOL
4. FAITH PERRY-FOSTER - HERRIN HIGH SCHOOL
5. PAULINA RENTERIA - WEST AURORA HIGH SCHOOL
6. TAELORE FORD - BENITO JUAREZ COMMUNITY ACADEMY
7. KAITLYN BECK - HERRIN HIGH SCHOOL
8. KAILEE LOHR - WAUCONDA HIGH SCHOOL
9. LESLIE TORRES - BENITO JUAREZ COMMUNITY ACADEMY
10. ARIANA LOZADA - BENITO JUAREZ COMMUNITY ACADEMY

ANCHITA SAYANI

ANN THOMAS

RISHITA GHELDA
1. PORSHA FOSTER - SOUTH SHORE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL PREP

PORSHA FOSTER

1
HEALTH PROFESSIONS EVENTS
PHARMACY SCIENCE

1. SIMONE SHEVCHUK - WALTER PAYTON COLLEGE PREP
2. LANI VO - NILES WEST HIGH SCHOOL
3. GLORIA XING - ADLAI E. STEVENSON HIGH SCHOOL
4. SAMRITA VINU - HOFFMAN ESTATES HIGH SCHOOL
5. YU LIN - HOFFMAN ESTATES HIGH SCHOOL
6. IDA DIAB - ADLAI E. STEVENSON HIGH SCHOOL
7. SHAZIA FATIMA - HOFFMAN ESTATES HIGH SCHOOL
8. ADELSILA PELINKOVIC - NILES WEST HIGH SCHOOL
9. ISABELLA LESKAJ - NILES WEST HIGH SCHOOL
10. ALEXIS SERRANO - STREAMWOOD HIGH SCHOOL
HEALTH PROFESSIONS EVENTS
PHYSICAL THERAPY

EVENT FINALISTS

1. ALEXANDRA ZAHARINOV - JAMES B CONANT HIGH SCHOOL
2. AAYUSHI WADHAWAN - ADLAI E. STEVENSON HIGH SCHOOL
3. BERENICE HERNANDEZ - NORTH GRAND HIGH SCHOOL
4. ESTHEFANIA GALEANA - NORTH GRAND HIGH SCHOOL
5. DOMINIKA BRZEGOWY - WILLIAM FREMD HIGH SCHOOL
6. ALYA RAZZAK - SCHAUMBURG HIGH SCHOOL
7. LESLIE CARRENO - NORTH GRAND HIGH SCHOOL
8. IQRA HUSSAIN - BARRINGTON HIGH SCHOOL
9. MICHELLE PETER - NILES WEST HIGH SCHOOL
10. HAILAN YU - WALTER PAYTON COLLEGE PREP

ALEXANDRA ZAHARINOV

AAYUSHI WADHAWAN

BERENICE HERNANDEZ
HEALTH PROFESSIONS EVENTS
SPORTS MEDICINE

EVENT FINALISTS

1. MARY GOGOLA - AMOS ALONZO STAGG HIGH SCHOOL
2. GRACE MURPHY - NILES NORTH HIGH SCHOOL
3. MENAL CHAUDHRY - NILES WEST HIGH SCHOOL
4. STEFANYA LACKOWSKI - SCHAUUMBURG HIGH SCHOOL
5. THEODORE RETSINAS - AMOS ALONZO STAGG HIGH SCHOOL
6. RAINA CRUZ - WAUCONDA HIGH SCHOOL
7. JOSHUA SONG - ADLAI E. STEVENSON HIGH SCHOOL
8. DOMINIQUE MOSBY - WEST AURORA HIGH SCHOOL
9. KRISTAL DIAZ - WEST AURORA HIGH SCHOOL
10. KILEY ROTTMAN - STREAMWOOD HIGH SCHOOL

MARY GOGOLA

GRACE MURPHY

MENAL CHAUDHRY
HEALTH PROFESSIONS EVENTS
VETERINARY SCIENCE

EVENT FINALISTS

1. EESHA BHARGAVA - PALATINE HIGH SCHOOL
2. ADDISON FULTZ - WEST AURORA HIGH SCHOOL
3. SOFIA MEDINA-SCHMIDT - NORTH GRAND HIGH SCHOOL
4. NICK MESCALL - STREAMWOOD HIGH SCHOOL
5. SAMANTHA LERNER - ADLAI E. STEVENSON HIGH SCHOOL
6. JOSIE DOVER - WEST AURORA HIGH SCHOOL
7. AYLISSA GUERRERO - WEST AURORA HIGH SCHOOL
8. ALEXA VEGA - WEST AURORA HIGH SCHOOL
9. ZANIYA FENDERSON - SOUTH SHORE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL PREP
10. DIANA GUARDADO - PALATINE HIGH SCHOOL

EESHA BHARGAVA
ADDISON FULTZ
SOFIA MEDINA-SCHMIDT